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Abstract 

 

Industry 4.0 organisations are increasingly becoming integral parts of regional and 

global value chains. It is imperative for modern organisations to have competitive 

products, services and processes supported by effective and efficient value chain 

business models. An organisation can act as integrator, organiser, or partner of a value 

chain engaged in new technology development and improvement. All value chain 

partners are required to harmonise their contributions to the chosen initiative. 

 

A virtual value chain consists of an array of organisations, each contributing unique 

strategically relevant collaborative value driven activities with respect to technological, 

behavioural and structural elements.  Partnering organisations gain a competitive 

advantage through collective orchestration of strategically essential activities and 

standards. Moreover, joint collaboration and governance of related partnering projects 

and programmes are of paramount importance. 

 

FUNDAMENTALS OF VIRTUAL NETWORKS OF PARTNERS 

 

In an earlier topic virtual networks of partners were discussed as a relatively new 

concept in organisational design and development. In the Industry 4.0 economy an 

increasing number of organisations realise that networking with partners can lead to 

innovation and turn out to be profoundly beneficial. Smart organisations utilise the 

capability of resources from partner organisations and knowledge workers to optimise 

their own potential. Teams from different locations create opportunities for participating 

in the design and development of products, services, manufacturing processes and 

supply chain operational activities. Figure 1 illustrates how the value chains of the 

initiating organisation and partner organisations combine to create virtual networks of 

partners (Semolic, 2012). 
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Figure 1: Combining Initiating and Partner Organisations’ Virtual Value Chains  
(Semolic, 2012). 

 

Outsourcing has been practiced by organisations in the private and public sectors for 

many decades. The mode was mainly sub-contracting. At the start of the new 

millennium organisations began to realise that outsourcing has to be seen as a strategy 

in their relentless search for competitive advantage. Hence, organisations recognised 

the limits of their own distinctive competencies and started looking at outsourcing and 

partnering for boosting the needed skills, products and services. According to Steyn ed. 

(2012), quoting Knod and Schonberger, the strategic significance of partnering and 

outsourcing is demonstrated by the large number of possibilities as shown in Figure 2 

(as adapted). 

 

 

Figure 2: Partnering Possibilities (adapted from Steyn ed., 2012) 
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The possibilities extend along the transformation processes from the initial design all 

the way to serving and delivering to the customer and include, inter alia, design 

services, parts procurement, sourcing sub-assembly and component partner capacities, 

and logistics. Moreover, all the above transformation process elements need to be 

effectively and efficiently integrate and coordinated in a sound flow-control system to 

ensure timely, accurate, value-adding movement of products and services through 

various stages of processing. The appropriate vehicle is the cross-functional 

Manufacturing Flow Management supply chain process. 

 

The appropriate vehicle for design and development of products, services and 

processes is the cross-functional Product Development and Commercialisation supply 

chain process. Both these supply chain processes are illustrated in Figure 3 and 

discussed in detail in paragraphs to follow. In the Industry 4.0 economic dispensation 

activities performed in project- and supply chain portfolios are progressively done by 

combining Initiating and Partner Organisation Value Chains through virtual networks of 

partners. 

 

  

Figure 3: Location of the Manufacturing Flow Management-; and Product Development and 
Commercialisation Processes (in the non-project driven business model supply chain)  

(Steyn, 2010, 2012 and 2013). 

 

Virtual networks of partners business models are focused on the following categories of 

initiatives: 
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 Innovative product, service and process design and development projects (non-

project driven business model organisations); 

 Revenue earning projects for external customers (project driven business model 

organisations);  

 Capital investment (capex) projects (all business models); 

 Innovative continuous improvement projects (all business models); 

 Strategic transformation and change projects (all business models). 

 

Moreover, virtual networks of partners applications extend beyond project work to 

include: 

 

 Operational initiatives of the supply chain Manufacturing Flow Management 

cross-functional business process, which coordinate production (manufacturing) 

functional activities (for both project driven and non-project driven business 

models). 

  

Hence, virtual networks of partners are utilised for several categories of project- and 

operations work performed in the organisation’s Supply Chain and Project Portfolios. 

The array of virtual networks of partners is illustrated in Figure 4 as follows: 

 

 Design and development of products and services. This is represented by 

VIRTUAL NETWORKS 1 and 2. 

 Design and development of processes for delivery of products or services. This 

also represented by VIRTUAL NETWORKS 1 and 2. 

 

Product, service and process design and development projects are major elements of 

the topic being discussed. However, virtual networks of partners can also be created for 

other project and operations applications such as (see Semolic 2010 and Semolic and 

Steyn 2017): 

 

 Doing revenue earning projects for external customers, based on tenders (bids), 

as a component of a project-driven business model organisation. This is 

represented by VIRTUAL NETWORK 3. 

 Doing capital expenditure (capex) projects for internal customers. This is 

represented by VIRTUAL NETWORK 4. 

 Doing continuous improvement projects for internal customers. This is 

represented by VIRTUAL NETWORK 5. Note that infrastructural asset 

management, an important category of continuous improvement projects, is the 

topic of a Cranefield College master’s degree module.  

 Doing strategic transformation projects based on a strategy plan for internal 

customers. This is represented by VIRTUAL NETWORK 6. 
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Moreover, virtual networks of partners can also be created for manufacturing initiatives 

for example: 

 

 The creation or manufacture of sub-assemblies and components linked to 

external fabrication capacity in the production (manufacturing) functional 

department, coordinated through operations flow-control performed by the 

Manufacturing Flow Management supply chain process. This is represented by 

VIRTUAL NETWORK 7. 

 

 

Figure 4: Array of Virtual Networks of Partners (Steyn and Semolic, 2016 and 2017). 

 

Virtual networks 1 and 2 for product, service and process design and development 

need some explaining. This work would generally be done inside the non-project driven 

component of an organisation's supply chain (see virtual network 1). Cross-functional 

project management structures for product, service and process design constituting 

virtual networks of partners are headed up by the initiating organisation's project 

manager who reports to a programme manager, who in turn reports to the supply chain 

portfolio manager. Should the design and development initiative be too complex and 

risky an independent portfolio structure can be created for this purpose, where 

programme- and project managers report to a portfolio manager for specialised projects 

(see virtual network 2). Should the latter not be deemed feasible by the executives, the 

programme manager for specialised design and development projects may also be 
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located in the non-project driven component of the supply chain, and still report to the 

supply chain portfolio manager. 

 

THE MANUFACTURING FLOW MANAGEMENT SUPPLY CHAIN PROCESS 

 

Better controls are important elements with respects to customer- serving processes. 

The importance of quality was discussed, but other customer wants and needs such as 

lower costs, faster response times, and flexibility are of paramount importance in 

customer serving processes. Hence, central to designing, developing, and maintaining 

customer friendly processes is effective and efficient manufacturing flow-control. 

Operations and manufacturing flow-control ensures timely, accurate, value adding 

movement of goods, services, or sometimes even customers through the processing 

stages. Poor flow-control produces highly variable, unpredictable results, such as late 

or early completions and poor quality. Good flow-control requires correcting the many 

weak points in the process stages (see Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5: The Organisational Flow-Control System (Steyn ed., 2012). 

 

Better flow-control is an important objective of several popular operations management 

tools such as design for manufacturability, quick response manufacturing, and just-in-

time operations with the aim of improving the performance of customer serving 

processes. There is no single functional department that can control all flows. Flow 

control and the management of it is about keeping things moving between an array of 

value-adding production and operations activities. Flow control in wholesaling is mostly 

an inventory system; in human services a customer processing system; and in 

manufacturing a production and inventory system.  
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The latter is the subject of the current discussion. The aim is to keep everything flowing 

as smoothly as possible with an overall objective of avoiding slacks and gluts, or at 

least reducing their impact. It is a multifaceted system of identifying and eliminating 

delays, poor quality, unnecessary costs, and any other undesirables that may surface.  

 

As alluded to earlier (see Figures 3 and 4), the vehicle for achieving the desirables is 

the cross-functional Manufacturing Flow Management process located in the capacity-

focused component of the Industry 4.0 economy supply chain. Figure 6 illustrates 

functional elements that are integrated, coordinated and collaborated through flow-

control programme-managed actions of the Manufacturing Flow Management supply 

chain process.      

 

 

Figure 6: Manufacturing Flow Management Supply Chain Process  
(Lambert et al, 1998). 

 

As shown in Figure 6, examples of functional elements for integration, coordination and 

collaboration are: packaging specifications of Sales and Marketing; stabilisation of 

processes by the Technical department; prioritisation criteria provided by the Logistics 

department; production planning activities of the Manufacturing function (including the 

creation or manufacture of sub-assemblies and components linked to external 

fabrication capacity, which is often the subject of creating virtual networks of partners); 

the supply activities from Purchasing; and monitoring the manufacturing costs provided 

by Finance and Accounting. 
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As alluded to earlier, the creation or manufacture of sub-assemblies and components 

shown as a downstream transformation process step in Figure 2 is dependent on 

external partner organisation fabrication capacity. This type of activity can be dealt with 

as a virtual network of partners linked to the Manufacturing Flow Management business 

process, ensuring that manufacturing process waste is eliminated through effective and 

efficient integration, coordination and collaboration.  

 

THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCIALISATION SUPPLY CHAIN 

PROCESS 

 

Product Development and Commercialisation is an important cross-functional process 

of the organisation's Supply Chain Portfolio (see Figure 7). The commercialisation 

component has to do with the effective and efficient delivery of the product to the 

market. Product development and its commercialisation activities are achieved through 

project work.  The success of a project deliverable is profoundly dependent on the 

success achieved in the conceptualisation and design phases of the project life-cycle. 

This is where the project deliverable to satisfy the customer’s needs is created. 

Importantly, the project deliverable and commercialisation activities are achieved 

through programme managing the Product Development and Commercialisation supply 

chain process. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.12, examples of functional elements for integration, 

coordination and collaboration are: business planning by sales and marketing, 

product design assistance by the Technical department, movement requirements by 

Logistics, process specifications by the Manufacturing department, material 

specifications by Purchasing, and research and development costs by Finance and 

Accounting.   
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Figure 7: Non-project Driven Business Model Supply Chain Activities 
 (Lambert et al, 1998) 

 

When considering the Product Development and Commercialisation process activities 

there needs to be distinguished between the non-project driven and project driven 

business models an organisation may employ. When a non-project driven business 

model is employed the Product Development and Commercialisation cross- functional 

process is a unique stand-alone as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. 
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Figure 8: Non-Project Driven Business Model Structure  
(Steyn, 2010, 2012 and 2013). 

 

However, when an organisation employs a project driven business model product 

development and commercialisation activities form an integral part of the project 

management processes serving external customers as illustrated in Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9: Project Driven Business Model Structure 
(Steyn, 2010, 2012 and 2013). 
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INDUSTRY 4.0 PRODUCT, SERVICE AND PROCESS DESIGN AND 

DEVELOPMENT  

 

Introduction  

 

Design is a core responsibility of organisations. Moreover, a chronic weakness among 

many organisations is under-management of design and development of products, 

services and the processes delivering those products and services. In Steyn ed. (2012) 

quoting Schonberger and Knod, the question arises whether part of the fault for the 

chronic weakness is that educational institutions have perhaps under-emphasised 

design as a core organisational responsibility. Design problems have a tendency to 

creep into operations. Quality deteriorates, processing slows or stops, and costs seem 

to mount. This causes customers to look elsewhere and competitiveness suffers as a 

result.  

 

Managers must ensure that design for customer needs delivers a competitive 

advantage for the organisation. In the Industry 4.0 economy an effective and efficient 

design capability has emerged as an important competitive key success factor. Product, 

service and process design and development are highly important in today's 

organisational environments. Importantly, it must be remembered that project work is 

about creating a product known as a project deliverable. Hence, when speaking of 

product design and development it includes design and development of a project 

deliverable within the conceptualisation and design phases of a project life-cycle. The 

design of a project deliverable is informed by either a business case from an internal 

customer, or a request for proposal (RFP) from an external customer.   

 

Dual Focus of Design and Importance of Quality 

 

When creation of the product is completed and a commercialisation strategy for its 

production and marketing has been established, attention is turned to designing and 

developing the manufacturing process for its production. Note that the same applies to 

service operations. Design has a dual focus: the outputs of goods and services that 

customers want and the processes that provide them (see Figure 10). The issue of 

reliability applies to both products, services and processes. When programme design is 

addressed items that can become process equipment are included, which means that 

environmentally friendly design elements have a strong influence on process design. 
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Figure 10: The Dual Focus of Design (Steyn ed., 2012) 

 

Positioning of equipment and layout also constitute significant process design 

components. The design of outputs greatly defines choices of process and 

methodology. It is important to ensure that good product and service design bring about 

easing of processing. Particular attention must be paid to how design and related 

activities affect operations, and to the contributions operations managers make with 

respect to the design effort. Design must also be seen as the first step in quality. New 

features generally stem from market feedback and advances in technology. The latter 

being of great importance in the Industry 4.0 economy.  

 

Designs that incorporate the abovementioned features are likely to promote quality in 

customer perceptions. Figure 11 illustrates how an iterative action cycle of design, 

discovery and improvement leads to good quality. Practice has taught that the five 

phases of the quality action cycle overlap, which sometimes enable practitioners to 

eliminate parts of the discovery phase such as Phase 3 "Find Defects". It is best to 

attain quality through perfectly designed outputs that are created without defect or 

variation by perfectly functioning processes. The next best thing is to discover problems 

as early as possible and move quickly to develop remedies for the underlying causes. 

This will save embarrassment with downstream customers. Focusing on continuous 

improvement towards the ideal is the hallmark of total quality management (TQM). 
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. 

Figure 11: The Quality Action Cycle (Steyn ed., 2012) 

  

RESEARCH, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

 

Research pushes the boundaries of science, aiming for new products, services and 

processes. Design and development translate those innovations into useful tools for 

employees and practical outputs for customers. Product, service and process design 

and development are best achieved by utilising a cross-functional project management 

approach.  

 

Design is generally financed through and organisations research and development 

budget (see Steyn ed., 2012). An effective design strategy for any entity is one that 

overcomes weaknesses inherent in conventional design efforts. Moreover, 

contemporary design programmes must directly support the immediate organisational 

needs. Unhappy customers normally take their business elsewhere. Attempts to gather 

customer feedback are plausible, but improvements in design need not wait. Many 

problems deserving immediate attention can be traced to a number of historical 

weaknesses of conventional design. These are as follows as illustrated in Figure 12: 

 

 The design is too slow 

 

As a result, a product or service is late to market, arriving after competitors are already 

entrenched. Moreover, ineffective transformation processes continue to operate 

because of a delay in its re-design. The net result is that financial returns are delayed. 
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 The design is myopic 

 

Being myopic has been a common blind spot for many organisations. The classic 

example occurs when participants take the word design to mean only product design, 

and little attention is paid to the design of the processes. For service providers design 

myopia acts in the same fashion, concentrating on frontline services (customer contact) 

with scant attention given to the design of back office support activities. 

 

 The design is staffed-off 

 

In many traditional design settings designers perform the work in isolation from 

customers, fellow employees responsible for transforming designs into outputs, those 

responsible to sell or distribute those outputs, and buy or consume the outputs. Facts 

are substituted by guesswork since constituents are absent from the design process. 

This often leads to a blame game. 

 

 The design is unfocused 

 

Problems here suggest the lack of clear guidelines for channelling the design 

programme to remain true to function or purpose. Adversarial industrial design theory 

emphasised the importance of precision, simplicity and economy. The belief existed 

that design should follow from the inside out as form follows function. This meant that 

designers should devote primary attention to the core components that make the 

product being designed perform its intended function. Unfortunately, in their haste to 

embellish external appearance, some designers place more emphasis on non-

functional features such as cosmetic add-ons, than on inner workings that are so critical 

to functional performance. 

 

 The design is technology deficient 

 

Poor knowledge of the essential technological components of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution (Industry 4.0) economy, such as the Internet of Things, the convergence 

of IT and OT, rapid application development, digital twin simulation models, cyber-

physical systems, robotics, additive manufacturing, autonomous production, data 

collection and provisioning technologies, horisontal and vertical integration, cloud 

computing, mass data, virtual/augmented reality, and artificial intelligence. 
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Figure 12: Weaknesses of Conventional Design (Steyn ed., 2012) 

 

Each design weakness affects success negatively, even more so when weaknesses act 

in concert. Weak designs are detrimental to operational performance and must be 

avoided at all cost. In the Industry 4.0 economic environment the elimination of weak 

designs is even more important than before. Today's designs involve a host of new 

elements such as advanced process technologies, artificial intelligence, robotics, 

integration of information technology and operations technology, the Internet of things, 

mass data, etc. 

 

The specifics of design programs differ but smart organisations agree on several 

common characteristics that describe effective product, service and process design. 

Steyn ed (2012), quoting Knod and Schonberger, propose a comprehensive design 

programme composed of six integrated and overlapping components as shown in 

Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13: Comprehensive Industry 4.0 Design Programme 
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The first two components relate to strategic planning activities. Firstly, products and 

services must be selected to offer within a chosen market determining the overall 

competitive environment in which the organisation will operate. This is followed by 

the organisation's design strategy that must be positioned and implemented within 

the market segments. Continuous Industry 4.0 environmental scanning and analysis 

is required and specific attention needs to be paid to customers’ changing needs and 

competitors’ shifting abilities and weaknesses. Rapid Industry 4.0 environmental 

change often triggers modification in organisational (emergent) strategy that may 

lead to reformulation of the design strategy.  

 

Planning of the design strategy is followed by strategy implementation. Smart 

organisations choose the cross-functional team concept for addressing all of the 

historical design weaknesses addressed earlier. In today's Industry 4.0 economic 

dispensation these teams include partner organisations and knowledge workers, 

customers, suppliers and cohorts from the functional departments of the initiating 

organisation. 

 

Customer and competitor data influences design strategy, but also plays a tactical role 

during design efforts to overcome the traditional weakness of lack of focus. Effective 

design programmes require guidelines and targets as design objectives. Moreover, 

teams must have relevant measures of design programme effectiveness. The results of 

the measures are then utilised for purposes of appraisal and review that could lead to 

continuous improvement initiatives. 

 

TEAMING UP FOR EFFECTIVE DESIGN 

 

Virtual networks of multifunctional and partner organisations/knowledge workers design 

teams are profoundly beneficial to both providers and customers. It enables providers 

to overcome weaknesses in traditional design with a host of powerful design techniques 

and tools that such teams made possible. Customers in turn enjoy improvements 

evident in final designs, often having made direct contributions to such designs 

themselves. Virtual networks of partner teams facilitate concept development and make 

concurrent design possible and much more feasible. By making design team-based 

ensures that products, services and processes are rendered much more socially 

responsible. 

 

Concept development lies at the heart of any design programme. There are three 

essential elements that are required for an initiative to be elevated to the status of 

concept: 
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The first element is Form. This is about the physical appearance of the product such 

as shape and materials content. When designing a service, form is often described by 

the steps needed to provide the service. 

 

The second element is Technology. The techniques, equipment, mechanics, things, 

etc., to be employed in creating or attaining the good or service collectively constitute 

the technology. In the industry 4.0 economic dispensation these are robotics, artificial 

intelligence, Internet of things, information technology, operations technology, mass 

data, etc., that are utilised by a team of virtual network of multifunctional and partner 

organisations/knowledge workers in creating a smart process for the delivery of 

products and/or services. 

 

The third element is Benefit. This is the value a customer plans to derive from the 

good or service being created. 

 

Concept generation transforms a set of customer needs and target specifications into a 

set of possible design concepts from which the team will select the most promising 

alternative, according to Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). Competitive analysis which refers 

to investigation of competitors' capabilities is part of concept generation. When the 

most promising design concept has been selected, development continues with 

refinements of specifications and fine-tuning activities. As the design nears completion 

the attention shifts to the production or delivery process. 

 

Concurrent design is not a new concept but has raised in stature with the arrival of the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution. Simultaneous engineering occurs when contributors to an 

overall design effort provide their expertise concurrently while working as teammates 

instead of as isolated functional specialists. A virtual network of collaborating 

teammates comprising of functional specialists, partner organisations and knowledge 

workers, and other outside experts is formed. The outside experts may even come from 

supplier and customer organisations. Moreover, a full concurrent design team may also 

include people from procurement, marketing, finance and human resources.  

 

From an operations angle concurrent design delivers significant benefits to the 

organisation stemming from designers, operators and maintainers of production 

processes teaming up with people who design products or services. Operating in virtual 

networks of partners for design and development prevents serious disruptions and 

blame games from being played. Concurrent design avoids time-consuming 

misunderstandings and costly rework throughout the system. A structured way of 

viewing the holistic picture and organising the details of both product and process 

design is to employ the quality function deployment (QFD) model, also known as the 

"House of Quality" (see Steyn ed., 2012). 
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THE OBJECTIVES OF DESIGN 

 

A design process needs to be guided by a comprehensive leadership and management 

approach consisting of the modern functions of Leading, Creating Implementing and 

Improving as shown in Figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 14: Comprehensive Leadership and Management Approach for Design 

 

Design objectives are grouped into the following categories:  

 

 Guidelines related to Design for Operations (DFO);  

 Design for Reliability and Serviceability;  

 Design for Automation  

 Design for ease of Measurement, Appraisal and Review 

 

Design for Operations: Guidelines are divided into general guidelines, quality 

guidelines and operability guidelines (Boothroyd and Dewhurst, 1987). By following 

design for operations guidelines design teams may be able to avoid pitfalls such as 

unpredictable customers, variations, and errors in operations. Design for operations 

guidelines are applicable to manufacturing products and delivering services. The 

original guidelines are discussed and adapted in the context of the emerging Industry 

4.0 economic situation.  
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General guidelines are as follows: 

 

Design products and services to target markets and target costs, and most 

effective and efficient processes. Customers and marketing officials provide sales 

targets, profit data and competitors' pricing policies to the design team for perusal. 

Should it turn out that the new product's production costs, or the proposed process' 

operating costs would exceed competitive levels by a wide margin, the project is 

terminated without delay. Should this not be the case the team may opt to 

experiment on ways to reduce production or operating costs to salvage the project 

(appropriate technologies). 

 

Minimise number of parts and number of operations while maximising best 

supportive technologies. In manufacturing this element is about minimising the 

number of parts in the product design, and outside manufacturing it's about 

minimising the number of operations. Whether reducing the number of parts or the 

number of operations in product and service design, the benefits are carried over to 

the delivery process. Best supportive technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence, 

must be maximised in Industry 4.0 

 

Quality guidelines are as follows:  

 

Ensure that the customer requirements are known and design to those 

requirements. In project work either business cases or requests for proposals are 

utilised depending on whether the customer is internal or external. This guideline 

demands that the design team must ascertain the precise requirements of the 

customer and keep abreast of any changes the customer may require during the 

design project. Requirements may vary from physical characteristics of the product 

or service, operating parameters, or processing needs. Miss understanding of the 

customer requirements must be avoided at all cost. 

 

Ensure that existing process capabilities are known (own, partners and 

component suppliers) and design to those capabilities.  In the industry 4.0 

economic dispensation designing to process capability has become a challenge due 

to the proliferation of advanced technology. In the industry 3.0 situation design teams 

were generally held responsible if the design cannot easily be delivered or produced 

using available processes. In today's world with its rising technological advancement, 

production processes are continuously improved to stimulate competitiveness in 

terms of reducing the unit cost of production and increasing the rate of output. In the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution this is made possible by robotics, artificial intelligence, 

the internet of things, integrating information technology and process technology, etc. 
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Use cutting edge technologies, standard procedures, materials and processes 

with already known and proven quality. Standard procedures, materials and 

processes are advocated for purposes of standardisation. This ties in with questions 

about innovation and creativity, satisfying customer needs for exclusivity and variety, 

and new opportunities for marketing in the "collaboratist" economy of Industry 4.0. 

However, to standardise manufacturing processes in the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

economy is more difficult due to the rapid advancement of high-technology. To a 

large degree the same applies to materials utilised in modern product design. Virtual 

networks of partners that are unique in the sense that the associations are formed for 

a specific purpose and disbanded at completion of an initiative make standardisation 

less popular. 

 

Operability guidelines are as follows:  

 

Designing multifunctional/multi-use components and service elements and 

modules. This is basically about designing components and service elements that fit 

all. These items can then be utilised in a range of products being designed and 

developed. A fitting metaphor is "do not reinvent the wheel every time". 

 

Ease of joining/separating, coupling/uncoupling. In short, this has very much to 

do with ingenuity to make disassembly and separation as easy as push-and-snap 

assembly. It is about the ease of plugging in and plugging out components on an 

assembly line. Utilise process robotics, artificial intelligence, etc., to the maximum. 

 

One-way assembly and travel. This guideline is about avoiding backtracking in a 

design and development process not to waste valuable production or service time. 

 

Avoid special fastening and fitting. In this way special steps to get things done are 

avoided. In manufacturing processes this guideline applies especially to connectors 

and fasteners. Again, utilise process robotics, artificial intelligence, etc., to the 

maximum. 

 

Avoid fragile designs. Do not succumb to the temptation to take unsafe shortcuts, 

to be brusque with customers, or attempt shortcuts. Instead, use designs that 

neutralise the aforementioned tendencies. Rather render designs profoundly robust. 

 

Design for Reliability and Serviceability 

 

A quality guideline discussed earlier addresses the importance of ensuring that the 

customer requirements are known, and that design is informed by such 

requirements. There are diverse customer needs that apply to product, service and 

process quality. It is important how these guidelines are put into practice, and one of 
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the best ways to illustrate this is by considering reliability and serviceability. Earlier it 

was discussed how in project work either a business case or request for proposal 

(RFP) is utilised to describe customer needs, depending on whether the customer is 

internal or external to the organisation. In project work there is no guarantee that 

either a business case or request for proposal is reliable, or that the product or 

service flowing from it will be reliable and serviceable. Misunderstanding of the 

customer requirements must be avoided at all cost. For this reason professional 

project managers as a rule perform a customer requirements definition (also referred 

to as a user requirement definition) exercise with the customer, after receiving either 

a business case or requests for proposal, to minimise the risk. 

  

Reliability is the probability of successful functioning of an item over a period of time, 

or at some point in time. Serviceability is the degree to which an item may be kept in 

service through preventative maintenance, or restored to service after a failure. 

Availability, an integral element of serviceability, is the proportion of time that an item 

or resource is ready for use, i.e., that it could be used if needed. Availability is a 

measure that relates to serviceability. Other measures are failure rate, the mean time 

between failures, and the mean time to repair a failure. In the Industry 4.0 economy 

with its high reliance on, inter-alia, technological innovation, robotics, artificial 

intelligence, mass data, internet of things, and integration of information technology 

and operations technology, reliability and serviceability of design are profoundly 

crucial from a risk point of view. 

 

Designed For Automation. 

 

According to Steyn and Semolic (2018) the operability guidelines proposed by 

Boothroyd and Dewhurst (1987) (as adapted for Industry 4.0) are particularly useful 

as design teams cope with automation (see Figure 15). The latter is an element of 

continuing concern for operations managers, particularly considering the complexity 

of technological innovation and higher risks being experienced in the industry 4.0 

economic situation. There are three broad issues that affect output and process 

design efforts: 

 

 It is not wise to automate wasteful or unnecessary processes. Waste should 

be cleaned up and unnecessary processes eliminate.  

 Moreover, the most appropriate Industry 4.0 technologies should be properly 

investigated before automation is considered.  

 Minimise probability of human error (utilise AI, Robotics, integrated IT and OT, 

etc). 

 The guidelines noted under operability are related to simplification for good 

reason. The simpler the task, the easier to design equipment to perform it. 

This will also speed up development and save costs. 
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 Involve virtual networks of inter-organisational partners, knowledge workers 

and customers in design for automation. 

 By striving for an easy to automate design, design teams sometimes get 

unexpected rewards. By following the operability guidelines the process is 

sometimes simplified to the extent that the organisation can avoid 

unnecessary time and expense needed to acquire and install the automation. 

 

 

Figure 15: Design for Automation 

 

It was previously discussed how concurrent design raised in stature with the arrival 

of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) economic dispensation. Concurrent 

design, also known as simultaneous engineering, happens when many contributors 

provide their expertise concurrently while working as teammates in a virtual network 

of collaborating partners, instead of being isolated functional specialists. This 

delivers significant benefits since it prevents serious disruptions, and avoids time-

consuming misunderstandings and costly rework. It was emphasised that a 

structured way of viewing the holistic picture, and organising the details of both 

product and process designs, can bring many advantages. 

 

By operating in virtual networks of partners for product, service and process design 

makes it much easier to identify wasteful or unnecessary processes, and to eliminate 

these at an early stage. This would also simplify the design task and make it easier 

to specify equipment, while speeding up development and saving costs. Moreover, it 

will stimulate creative thinking with respect to Industry 4.0 technological innovation 

involving artificial intelligence, integration of operations and information technologies, 

robotics, etc., and automation will be simplified and accelerated. 
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APPRAISING AND REVIEWING DESIGNS 

 

According to Steyn ed. (2012) quoting Knod and Schonberger, design and 

development form part of a management system that must be measured, appraised 

and reviewed on a regular basis. Preliminary designs must be critiqued, improved, 

critiqued again, and improved again on a continuous basis. This systems approach 

should continue after the product design is in production, or services are being 

delivered to customers. It is imperative that measurements, appraisals, and reviews 

of the finished products and services be checked to determine whether quality has 

been designed in. 

 

The design team must listen to the opinions of internal and external customers, track 

competitors' capabilities and modified designs of products, services and delivery 

processes to determine whether a review is necessary. An array of key performance 

indicators (KPIs) to measure design team performances are available. Examples are 

number of parts in the product, steps in the process, frequency of Industry 4.0 

technologies utilised, attainment of target costs, product and service competitiveness 

achieved in the market, its reliability, its serviceability, design lead frequency and 

magnitude of design changes, number of parts or steps required, re-work, warranty 

costs, and finally environmental and aesthetic factors (see Figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16: Appraisal and Review of Design (as adapted). 
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The list of participants evaluating designs, the criteria being used, and its sophistication 

seem to be expanding. Organisations are increasingly aware of the financial impact of 

design and many are turning to outside expertise. Moreover, to achieve this in the 

Industry 4.0 economic situation organisations are successfully creating virtual networks 

of partner organisations and knowledge workers as outside experts for purposes of 

product, service, and process design. In virtual networks created for design purposes, 

partner organisations and knowledge workers often know more about design and are 

more demanding in respect of design excellence. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Industry 4.0 economy demands a host of collaborative competencies. In the 

emerging business ecosystem, organisations and individuals are required to perform 

roles as leaders, managers, experts, partners, stakeholder representatives, and many 

others. Identification, design and development of virtual value chain of partners entities 

and concommitant key competencies are becoming vital components of success. So do 

competencies related to effective and efficient collaboration within value chains of 

partners, which generate a transparent and positive working environment resulting in 

top performance of partnering business models.  
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